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Abstract. Block-level Storage is widely used to support heavy workloads. It
can be directly accessed by the operating system, but it faces some durability
issues, hardware limitations and performance degradation in geographically
distributed systems. Object-based Storage Device (OSD) is a data storage concept widely used to support write-once-read-many (WORM) systems. Because
OSD contains data, metadata and an unique identifier, it becomes very powerful and customizable. OSDs are ideal for solving the increasing problems of
data growth and resilience requirements while mitigating costs. This paper describes a scalable storage architecture that uses OSD from a distributed P2P
Cloud Storage system and delivers a Block-level Storage layer to the user. This
architecture combines the advantages of the replication, reliability, and scalability of a OSD on commodity hardware with the simplicity of raw block for
data-intensive workload. We retrieve data from the OSD in a set of blocks called
buckets, allowing read-ahead operations to improve the performance of the
raw block layer. Through this architecture we show the possibility of using OSD
on the back end and deliver a storage layer based on raw blocks with better
performance to the end user. We evaluated the proposed architecture based
on the cache behavior to understand non-functional properties. Experiments
were performed with different cache sizes. High throughput performance was
measured for heavy workloads at the two storage layers.
Keywords: Software Architecture, Cloud Computing, STorage as a Service, Objectbased Storage, Block-level Storage

1 Introduction
The concept for Block-level Storage is almost universally employed for all types of
storage [10] [17]. It splits files into evenly-sized blocks of data, each with its own address, but with no additional information (metadata) to provide more context about
the block. This data storage concept can be directly accessed by the operating systems as a mounted drive volume and it delivers a significant performance improvement compared to others data storage concepts. Beyond a hundred of terabytes,

however, it may run into durability issues, hardware limitations, or management
overhead. Moreover, performance degrades on geographically distributed systems.
Object-based Storage (OSD) emerged after promising to be more powerful and
customizable [6] [13]. This data storage concept does not split files into raw blocks
of data, but into entire clumps of data stored in objects that contain data, metadata,
and an unique identifier. There is no limit on the type or amount of metadata, so objects can include anything (e.g., security classification). OSD is mainly used to solve
problems related to data growth due to its scalability properties. Nevertheless, OSD
typically does not offer good throughput for the end user.
In this work we attempt to combine the benefits of both data storage concepts.
We propose a storage architecture that uses Block-level Storage on its first layer and
OSD on its second layer. We created a set of blocks on the first layer and called them
buckets. The buckets have metadata that are used to upload and retrieve them from
the OSD to a very small and fast device for the Block-level Storage (cache). This storage architecture we call uStorage. The OSD layer we call CSP (Cloud Storage Platform) and it consists of a low-cost distribute system to store files using P2P networks.
There are several other systems that deliver a Block-level Storage to the end user,
but store data in a different architectures. Ceph uses POSIX [24], Panasas uses a cluster with RAID [14], IBM Storwize uses a cluster [9] and Nexenta uses a Cloud Storage
Service based on Objects [1]. It is very acceptable to use Block-level Storage on the
user interface and couple with another storage architecture, as long the back-end
Storage architecture addresses non-functional requirements to the Block-level Storage (e.g., reliability, responsiveness, availability). However, it is also crucial to have a
good strategy on the first storage layer to handle heavy workloads.
This paper presents uStorage, an architecture that can handle heavy workloads
on the Block-level Storage and also be coupled to an OSD. We evaluated the architecture based on the cache non-functional properties, using the same methodology
adopted by others [7] [3]. The buckets that are not used on the cache can be removed,
and those that are requested have to be restored from the OSD. The challenge in
this architecture is to optimize the bucket and the cache size to avoid performance
degradation. This paper presents the uStorage architecture on Section 2 and its implementation details on Section 3. The evaluation is presented on Section 4 followed
by some related works on Section 5. The final Section 6 describes the main conclusions and proposed future work.

2 uStorage Architecture
The uStorage architecture delivers raw block interface to the users through the iSCSI
components presented on the Figure 1. All the components on the CSP [4] [5] module are used as a OSD storage. The CSP is a module of the uStorage that is responsible for saving all buckets on the DataPeers with its metadata on the Metadata Storage. The CSP also provides high availability for the buckets because there are at
least two copies of them in different DataPeers. Each DataPeer is a commodity hardware where the buckets are stored. The horizontal scalability property is achieved by
adding more DataPeers on the Data Storage.

Fig. 1: uStorage architecture components: CSP (Cloud Storage Platform) contains a
Metadata Storage, Server and SuperPeer to manage all buckets on the DataPeers. The
iSCSI Target cache is located in a SSD drive. The admin layer uses the broker layer to
manage the whole uStorage platform.

Block-level Storage devices are usually designed to be the first storage layer because it can be directly accessed by the operating system as a mounted drive volume. Meanwhile, OSD cannot do so without significant performance degradation.
The OSD storage does not split files up into raw blocks of data. Instead, entire clumps
of data are stored in an object that contains the data, metadata, and an unique identifier. There is no limit on the type or amount of metadata, which makes OSD powerful
and customizable. In the enterprise data center, OSD is used for these same types of
storage needs, where the data needs to be highly available and durable [4] [5]. This
type of system has certain characteristics that would be impossible to achieve if only
one of these types of storage architectures were used. uStorage achieves through this
architecture the following properties:
– unlimited storage space as much the CSP module can offer. This is achieved
through the DataPeers that can be added dynamically.
– It does not use the user’s computer as a cache stage or replication of files as CSP
uses, but still guarantee the scalability and reliability of the CSP.
– It reaches an acceptable performance compared to other storage system.
– It provides all these features using a coupled architecture of raw blocks and OSD.
2.1 uStorage components
uStorage delivers a virtual disk with large capacity using block-level virtualization.
This virtual disk delivered to the user is on the master mode. The slave mode achieves
the reliability feature of this storage architecture. The architecture uses an iSCSI Target component as cache with the CSP as back end to store objects. The users connect

to the uStorage through the iSCSI initiator or by any interfaces connected to it (e.g.,
NFS, CIFS, APFS). The original iSCSI systems have the data centralized in a server
called Target [18]. However, the iSCSI Target at the uStorage is a cache with high performance and small storage capacity. The data arrives in the iSCSI Target cache and
as soon the metadata has been created, the data is flushed to the DataPeers on the
CSP, according to the iSCSI Target cache algorithm.
The iSCSI protocol is used between the two iSCSI components and to connect
the iSCSI initiator with the user. This protocol transports SCSI messages over TCP/IP
[23]. Other SCSI protocols include SCSI Serial [22] and FCP (Fibre Channel Protocol)
[15]. A major advantage of iSCSI over FCP is that it can run over standard off-theshelf network components, such as Ethernet. Moreover, iSCSI can exploit existing
IP-based protocols such as IPSec for security and SLP (Service Location Protocol) for
discovery.
The files copied to the iSCSI initiator are sharded in pieces in the iSCSI Target
cache (buckets). The bucket size is 2 MB and it has a set of raw blocks. Once the
buckets are request by the iSCSI initiator, the iSCSI Target cache has the role of restore them from the CSP if they are not in the cache. If the buckets are less used by the
iSCSI initiator, the iSCSI Target cache keep them only in the CSP. Only the frequently
used buckets remain in the cache. The others will stay in the CSP to be requested on
demand. These buckets are replicated in different DataPeers with the minimum quorum of two. Although the uStorage architecture does not use RAID as other storages
architectures to replicate data [1] [14], the DataPeers contain replicated buckets.

Fig. 2: Physical or deployment architectural view of the uStorage according to architectural model 4+1 [11]. The users can mount the NFS drive or direct connect to the
iSCSI initiator. The iSCSI Target manages all buckets on the cache and it uses an improved JXTA protocol to transfer them to the CSP. The user can mount the iSCSI drive
and manage to add or remove DataPeers on the Admin through AMQP messages.

The cache on the iSCSI Target is a possible spot of failure that has to be always
available to the iSCSI initiator. uStorage provides a master and slave architecture for
the iSCSI Target cache on a second server. The slave server has an iSCSI Target configured with the same IP address of the master server. Its network interface is enabled
only when the master goes down. All the buckets are replicated from the master CSP
to the slave CSP through a process running on the Server. All the buckets on the master are independent from the slave server. The buckets frequently used on the master
iSCSI Target cache are also updated on the slave iSCSI Target cache.
The iSCSI Target capacity is limited by the filesystem (i.e., ext4, xfs, NTFS) because it is virtualized. The bucket size (2 MB) allows read ahead on the files and the
iSCSI Target cache spares restore operations on the CSP. The size of the buckets is a
trade-off approach because. If they are too small it is necessary to do a lot of restore
operations. Nevertheless, if they are too big the write operation lacks performance on
the iSCSI protocol. Figure 2 presents the physical architecture model of the iSCSI Target connected to the CSP. The iSCSI Target can contain multiple instances of LUNs
(Logic Unit Number). These instances can share the same cache space. It is better
to have several iSCSI virtual disks of 8 TB capacity connected to the NFS instead of
having just one very large iSCSI virtual disk of 128 TB connected. Because the iSCSI
Target virtualise its size based on the CSP module, it can deliver a very large disk to
the iSCSI initiator.
2.2 CSP (Cloud Storage Platform)
The distribute storage module CSP (Cloud Storage Platform) [4] [5] consists of a lowcost architecture to store files as objects using P2P networks. The files are split and
stored in pieces of predefined size (buckets) and recorded on several computers (network nodes) connected to the P2P network. The bucket replication is done by a running algorithm on the Server component. The CSP module can be used to store large
amounts of data (greater than 1PBytes). Figure 2 presents the communication among
all components.
Superpeer is responsible to manage the Server and the DataPeers connected on
the CSP through a P2P network. It works as a proxy that has a list of services, managing their availability. The Server manages the services used on the P2P network: authentication, bucket management, peers availability, DataPeer and bucket lookup.
Metadata Storage stores the buckets metadata, that we use a relational database. The
Data Storage is composed by DataPeers to store buckets. Buckets are files and its
name start with letters that correspond to the DataPeer and directory that they located. The algorithm that chooses the location to store each bucket is on the Server
component. The communication among the CSP components is done by a improved
JXTA protocol, an open source P2P protocol specification created by Sun Microsystems [8].
CSP enables unlimited storage space reachable through large levels of horizontal
scalability by simply adding new DataPeers. The availability feature is done by ensuring the level of bucket replication greater than one. The buckets are built on the iSCSI
Target as a set of raw blocks. The CSP can sharded them, however this operation is
not efficient when they need to be restored. The bucket represents the OSD objects

because it is a file with a set of attributes that define various aspects of itself on the
metadata (i.e., size, host and filesystem locality, deduplication version). This simplifies the task of the storage architecture and increases its flexibility by distributing the
management of the data with the data itself.
After saving the buckets on the CSP, they can be removed from the iSCSI Target Cache when they are not being frequently accessed, according to the cache algorithm. The access control of these buckets is done by a read and write cache algorithm, which may have its size configured on the iSCSI Target. The cache size is
usually 10 GB less the size of the SSD drive, where the iSCSI Target cache is configured (safety approach in case of the overloaded cache). The cache accelerates the
read and write access to the iSCSI Target like some RAID controllers use cache with
the same propose.
2.3 Providing Block-level Storage through Object-based Storage
The uStorage architecture uses raw block (iSCSI) on the first layer and OSD on the
second layer (CSP). The capacity of the iSCSI Target cache is virtualized to the OSD
layer, that has much more scalability provision through the DataPeers. This strategy
makes possible to have more space on the iSCSI initiator virtual disk than it is available on the iSCSI Target. Through the raw blocks on the first layer, the I/O operations
are faster than OSD [6] [13]. Moreover, to achieve scalability the OSD architecture is
more recommended [12]. As a result, we deliver a fast interface to the user through
the iSCSI initiator and scale horizontally the OSD.
The iSCSI Target cache is the main component that improves the performance of
the whole storage architecture. It is possible to create different LUN’s on this component and connect them on the same iSCSI initiator. So we can have different users
sharing the same iSCSI Target cache. The Server is responsible to replicate all the
buckets on the iSCSI Target master to the slave. All the buckets state are saved on the
Metadata Storage, so it is possible to know which buckets were on the iSCSI Target
cache master fail over.

3 uStorage architecture implementation
Given the uStorage architecture described before, the implementation of the iSCSI
Target cache has the following requirements:
R.1
R.2
R.3
R.4

which clean policy must be used on the iSCSI Target cache?
when the clean policy must be executed?
how many buckets must be removed on the policy execution?
which buckets must be removed from the iSCSI Target cache?

Most of the cache policies use LRU (Least Recently Used) algorithm [7] [3]. Moreover, it makes more sense to leave the frequently used buckets on the cache and remove the buckets not used (R.1). The policy must be executed on the same pace that
the buckets are accessed in a real scenario. So, if any file (on the raw block layer) is

Fig. 3: Sequence diagram of the uStorage architecture according to architectural
model 4+1 [11]. The iSCSI’s components read and write all buckets from the LRU
cache. The get messages are synchronous and do not use the WOC component.
When a bucket has to be send to the Backup component it is an asynchronous message and it uses the WOC component to make sure it is not being edited while it is
being send to the CSP.

accessed, the policy will execute and the cache is going to have the same buckets that
it had before (R.2). For this calibration we set the policy execution schedule between
five and seven seconds, based on the evaluation demonstrated at Section 4.
It is necessary to make room for the new buckets by removing an amount of buckets that can be written between each policy execution or when the cache is almost
full (90%). When the stored buckets amount exceeds 90% of the cache size, the buckets less accessed and already recorded on the CSP can be removed from the iSCSI
Target cache. When these buckets are required to read or write, they are restored
from the CSP. In another view, 10% of the cache free space must be enough to have
a high write throughput to store new buckets and remove the ones already stored on
the CSP (R.3), as we demonstrated on Section 4.
The Least Recently Used on the iSCSI Target cache queue must be removed. This
module also knows which buckets have higher probability to contain inodes5 . The
metadata of the bucket has two status: INDEX or DATA. If the status is set to INDEX,
even if it is not recently used, the bucket will not be removed. The INDEX buckets
are set during the disk format. All other buckets after the disk formatting are set as
DATA status. They are eligible to be removed by the policy even if they have inodes
(R.4), because they are not crucial to open the disk and then can be found through
the inodes chain [16].
3.1 iSCSI Target Cache algorithm
Figure 3 shows the sequence diagram of the iSCSI Target cache algorithm, with write
and read operations, according to the architectural model 4+1 [11]. The process can
5 An inode is the primary structure used in many UNIX file systems. It contains file attributes

such as access time, size, and group and user information.

be split into six components. The iSCSI components are the initiator and the Target
cache modules of the uStorage. It receives read and write operations from the initiator and the communication is through the iSCSI protocol [18].
The LRU cache component is the Least Recently Used algorithm implemented
to increase the performance on the iSCSI Target cache. The cache is allocated on a
SSD hard drive with 100 GB size, which I/O responses are 250 MB/s, while the HDD
are 70 MB/s. If the iSCSI Target receives a read operation and the bucket is in the
cache, it is not necessary to restore it from the CSP, otherwise the process goes to
the Restore component in a synchronous way to get the bucket. The write operation
get the bucket from the LRU Cache if it is present, otherwise get it from CSP through
the Restore component in a synchronous process. While this operation is writing on
the LRU Cache, it also set a time on the WOC component (policy write-on-close) to
save this bucket on the CSP in an asynchronous process. We decided to allocate the
Metadata Storage component on the SSD drive to improve the cache performance.
The WOC component guarantees the backup process (saving buckets into the
CSP) more efficient in an asynchronous process. This is based on the policy writeon-close for filesystem [20]. This strategy ensures that the bucket will only be sent to
the CSP when it is no longer receiving bytes and also after 10 seconds without write
access (also configurable). If the bucket contains several inodes, it will be changed
a lot in less then 10 seconds and the cache algorithm will not send it to the CSP.
If the bucket contains only data and no inodes, it will be written and not accessed
afterwards. After 10 seconds with out receiving write I/O operations it will be sent to
the CSP in an asynchronous process.
3.2 FSM (Finite-State Machine) for bucket management
Figure 4 depicts the usage control flow of buckets within the uStorage architecture.
These states are persisted on the Metadata Storage component, as was presented at
the Figure 2. A given bucket can be in one of four states:
S.1
S.2
S.3
S.4

LOCAL: the bucket is only on the iSCSI Target cache and CSP has an old version.
LOCAL_CSP: the bucket has the same version on the iSCSI Target cache and CSP.
CPS: the bucket is only on CSP and not on the iSCSI Target cache.
PROCESS: the bucket is on backup process to the CSP and it is locked to edition.
Five operations can be performed over the buckets:

O.1 write: this operation always modify the buckets state to LOCAL and the bucket
version on CSP became old.
O.2 restore on write: this operation modifies the bucket state to LOCAL, since it is also
a write operation. It happens when the bucket is only on CSP. The bucket needs
to be restored before its content is modified. If the restore operation fail the file
can be corrupted.
O.3 restore on read: this operation doesn’t modify the bucket content, however, it
happens when the bucket is only on the CSP. The bucket state is modified to
LOCAL_CSP.

Fig. 4: Buckets metadata Finite-State Machine applied to bucket management within
the uStorage architecture. The dotted line are asynchronous operations and the continuous lines are synchronous operations. The buckets can have four states (LOCAL,
LOCAL_CSP, CSP, PROCESSING).

O.4 backup: this operation is asynchronous (dotted line), so it does not decrease the
uStorage architecture performance. It happens in two steps. First the buckets
are changed to PROCESS state and when the backup is successful, its state is
changed to LOCAL_CSP. These two steps ensure the same version on the iSCSI
Target cache and CSP.
O.5 clean LRU cache: this operation is also asynchronous and it is executed by the
LRU algorithm. The less accessed buckets and the buckets with the LOCAL_CSP
state can be deleted from iSCSI Target cache and their state are changed to CSP.
3.3 Architecture calibrations
Since the uStorage writing operation should be performed immediately when it is
starting, a batch was created to periodically reserve space on the cache. The cache
algorithm will not remove buckets until it reaches 90% of its usage, so we guarantee
that 90 GB of buckets are in use. We judge to always keep 10% of the cache space
free to receive new buckets and if the CSP is off. This space will always be available if
there is any recording buckets on the iSCSI Target [19] [20]. It is hard recommended
to always have a reserve free space on the iSCSI Target cache to write buckets and
avoid performance degradation. This space was estimated according to calibrations
and tests with the system explained on the Figures 5 and 6.
The restore operation had to be implemented to lock the bucket for any possible
write. Otherwise it is a big chance to lose the file we are accessing or even lose the
whole filesystem. This situation was avoid by making sure that there is always one
thread restoring the bucket requested by the iSCSI Target cache. After the restore
operation is completed, read and write threads operations can be done concurrently,
because the came from the iSCSI protocol. In our scenarios, the restore operations
took less than 0.5 second. Considering we are using a 2 MB bucket size, the readahead operation gains performance just in this restore process.

4 uStorage architecture evaluation
We used three methodologies to evaluate the uStorage architecture. The purpose of
each methodology was to simulate the max performance that the iSCSI Target cache

Fig. 5: uStorage iSCSI Target cache configured to 20 GB and set of files with 20 GB in
total. The cache has the same size of the set of files we are storing. All eviction (bucket
remove) operations are mostly due to create inodes. We have few Cache Miss (restore)
operations and the eviction operations don’t need to work often.

can deliver to the user. The first methodology we evaluate the cache using the same
concept used by Amazon ElastiCache to measure and take the best performance of
the iSCSI Target cache [3]. The main factor of an effective cache strategy is to enable systems to have good scalability. Amazon ElastiCache has two major operations
that are available on its cache. The eviction operation has the same semantics of the
bucket remove operation of the iSCSI Target cache. Its objective is make place for
new buckets that are arriving in the cache. The Cache Miss operation has the same
semantic of the bucket restore operation of the iSCSI Target cache. When the bucket
is not found in the iSCSI Target cache it is necessary to restore it.
A large number of eviction operations (bucket remove) can be a sign that the
space on the cache is overloaded. If a Cache Miss (restore) operation is stable there
is nothing to worry. However, if the combination of a large number of Cache Miss
with a large number of eviction operation is happening, it is a sign that the cache is
failing due a lack of memory. Figure 5 presents a 20 GB cache size and how many
buckets have been processed by the eviction (remove) operation and by the Cache
Miss (restore) operation. Figure 6 presents the same metrics but with a 5 GB cache.
Both evaluation we used a file of 20 GB size. Through these two metrics we can see
the good behavior of the cache because the number of Cache Miss never exceed the
number of the eviction. Even in a very small cache of 5 GB size and with files four
times its size (20 GB size) the eviction and Cache Miss operations are more concentrated.

Fig. 6: uStorage iSCSI Target cache configured to 5 GB and set of files with 20 GB in
total. The cache is four times fewer than the files we are storing. The algorithm is
always making space on the cache with the eviction (bucket remove) operation and
all the Cache Miss (restore) operations never overlaps the quantity of evictions.

Fig. 7: Benchmark FIO of uStorage with 20 GB file and cache of 5 GB. Avg: 23131 IOPs.

Table 1: Parallel write comparison on only one SATA hard disk and different number
of LUNs on the same iSCSI Target cache.
SATA IOPs LUNs Target Cache IOPs Threads Mem GB CPU%
10m30s
23m30s
39m46s
58m10s

62.6
59.1
54.2
81.3

1
2
3
4

11m21s
17m26s
33m45s
41m35s

168.5
207.2
203.6
217.2

642
881
1127
1254

2.3
3.4
3.6
4.5

26.1
46.5
59.4
69.4

The second evaluation we used FIO benchmark [2] to test how many IOPs the
iSCSI Target cache could reach. FIO is a popular tool to measure IOPs on Linux storage servers. We configured the cache for 5 GB size and the FIO benchmark to work
with a set of 20 GB files. Through this configuration we could achieve 75% of Cache
Miss (restore) and eviction (bucket remove) operations on the cache. Figure 7 shows
that the uStorage reaches 63K IOPs on its peak and an average of 23K IOPs.
The third evaluation on the iSCSI Target cache we used the methodology proposed by [21]. The uStorage was set to work with different number of LUNs in each
measure and different size of buckets as well. We variated the bucket size from 1 KB
to 1 MB and took the average of the results. Then we took 10 metrics for each LUN
quantity that we configured for the same iSCSI Target cache (1 until 4). Table 1 shows
the results for writes on the same iSCSI Target cache using the dd command pointed
to /dev/random with a 10 GB file. The write process was in parallel as we add more
LUNs, and we calculated the average of all results. uStorage could reach more IOPs
comparing to a SATA disk, also when we add more LUNs on its cache to do parallel
writing. The number of the threads on the uStorage didn’t grow on the same pace of
the number of LUNs. The same behavior can be said for the memory and cpu usage.

5 Related work
This section describes some related works to the uStorage architecture, which therefore involve cloud storage and the closest possible to the SAN architectures.
NexentaStor [1] is a storage system with access levels to I/Os for files (NFS) and
blocks (iSCSI). Its architecture provides techniques for spreading I/O workload over
multiple domains (local and remote), while at the same time increasing operational
mobility and data redundancy. File and block level I/O access are addressed. NexentaStor uses metadata for blocks, the domains are physical, and it has characteristics
of horizontal scaling. It has a method for resolving a single server bottleneck performing one or more of the following operations: splitting a filesystem into two or
more parts; extending a filesystem residing on a given storage server with its new
filesystem part in a certain specified I/O domain; migrating or replicating one or
more of those parts into separate I/O domains; merging some or all of the filesystem parts to create a single combined filesystem, and then redirecting the filesystem
clients to use the resulting filesystem spanning multiple I/O domains. NexentaStor

uses File-based Storage and Block-level Storage while uStorage architecture uses also
OSD to reach scalability on the second storage layer.
IBM Storwize [9] has an architecture to create, read and write compressed data
for utilization with a block mode access storage. The compressed data are packed
into plurality of compressed units and stored in a storage LU (Logical Unit). One
or more corresponding compressed units may be read or updated with no need of
restoring the entire storage LU while maintaining de-fragmented LU structure. IBM
Storwize specially works with cluster. The blocks are compressed and decompressed
from nodes, due to save time for many restore operations and space on the entire
cluster. The main goal of the IBM Storwize is to use less restore operations as possible,
by compressing the data in blocks. The uStorage architecture does have similar goal
and it is achieved by grouping a set of blocks in buckets, that we are configured to
2 MB size. The larger the bucket is, less restore operations are need. We tested the
compress and decompress operations with set of buckets, but it waste a lot of cpu
process and compete with the iSCSI PDU process.
Ceph [24] maximizes the separation between data and metadata management by
replacing allocation tables with a pseudo-random data distribution function (CRUSH)
designed for heterogeneous and dynamic clusters of unreliable OSDs. Its device has
intelligence of distributing data replication, failure detection and recovery to semiautonomous OSDs running on a specialized local object filesystem. The design goals
of Ceph are a POSIX filesystem (as much as close) that is scalable, reliable, and has
very good performance. However, probably the most fundamental core assumption
in the design of Ceph is that large-scale storage systems are dynamic and there are
guaranteed to be failures. Therefore, the storage hardware is added and removed and
the workloads on the system are changing. It is presumed there will be hardware failures and the filesystem needs to adaptable and resilient. Ceph uses its own filesystem based on OSD, while uStorage architecture uses Linux filesystem to deliver raw
blocks on the primary storage layer. As result both architectures can provide a reliable storage layer to save contents with heterogeneous and dynamic cluster, but they
use different ways to achieve it.
Panasas [14] is a company that builds object storage systems and took over the
Extended Object FS (exofs) project, previously called osdfs (OSD file system). The exofs is a traditional Linux filesystem built on an object storage system with the origin
of the ext2 filesystem. The Panasas Storage Cluster architecture is a Block-level Storage interface to OSD. This filesystem is partitioned between clients and manager, and
uses RAID to strip data across OSDs. The Panasas ActiveScale Storage Cluster core is a
decoupling of the datapath (read, write) from the control path (metadata). This separation provides a method for allowing clients direct and parallel access to the storage
devices, providing high bandwidth to individual clients and to workstation clusters.
It also distributes the system metadata allowing shared file access without a central
bottleneck. Metadata is managed in a metadata server, a computing node separate
from the OSDs, but residing on the same physical network. While Panasas uses RAID
to make the data reliable, uStorage uses the DataPeers to store buckets.

6 Conclusion
This paper presented a storage architecture that uses Object-based Storage Device
(OSD) on the back-end and delivers a Block-level Storage interface to the user. The
motivation to use these two data storage concepts is because raw blocks handle
heavy workloads and the OSD can easily scale horizontally with great reliability. The
cache algorithm was evaluated by three methodologies. First we analyzed the health
of the cache based on Amazon ElastiCache parameters [3]. Second we used the FIO
benchmark to see how much IOPs the iSCSI Target cache achieves when it is configured in a very small size. Third we instantiated several LUNs on the same iSCSI
Target cache and took metrics with different buckets size. When multiple users are
connected to the uStorage the architecture uses less resources than multiple iSCSI
Target on the same architecture.
Some considerations of future work on this architecture can be spread to its components. The iSCSI Target cache algorithm can be improved using black-box model
for storage system [25]. The Metadata Storage can use a different database to improve
its performance, but it is still necessary to guarantee the ACID properties.
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